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COEP takes a Giant Leap in Space with ‘Swayam’
‘Swayam’ COEP’s first student satellite project is aimed at developing
a reliable bidirectional communications platform. Started in late 2008,
the SWAYAM project revolves around the challenge of building a
pico-satellite destined to orbit the Earth at a height of 500-800 km. The
cube shaped satellite demands an innovative approach at every design
phase, from screening of components in order to fit the stringent mass
budget to the selection of suitable electronic devices which honor
the mere 2 W of power produced by the solar panels. With this in
mind, the team has devised an ingenious passive stabilization system,
which employs a pair of hysteresis rods and a magnet to stabilize the
Swayam Satelite
satellite thus eliminating the need to use bulky and power hungry magnetorquers. This Passive
Attitude Control System of SWAYAM is the first of its kind in India. The satellite houses a
payload capable of half duplex communication over the HAM frequency band which enables
it to receive, store and transmit messages from one corner of the globe to the other. The team
has also established a functional Ground Station and tracked many amateur radio satellites.
Swayam’ satellite was launched into space
on 22nd June 2016 from SHAR by PSLV
C34 launch vehicle at 9:26 am. It got
separated from the launch vehicle at 17
minutes after the launch at an altitude of
515.2 Km. After 45 minutes, the antenna
deployment took place and first beacon
was received in Russia at 10:28 am. Since
then more than 50 reports are received
from various ground stations around the
world about receiving the beacons. The
stabilization of satellite happened on 30th Swayam Team met Hon. Prime Minister, Shri. Narendra Modiji
June 2016, as per the data received from the
in New Delhi in the presence of BOG members
Shri. Parataprao Pawar and Shri. Vikas Patil
satellite. Daily there are 4 passes over COEP
ground station and students are receiving
Data and decoding the data at each pass. Technical Specifications are as 1U Standard, Weight: 990 gm.

DTE Workshops on Eligibility and Rules to Regulate Admissions
A new set of admission processes has been introduced for the academic year 2016-2017.
Consequently, one day Workshops
on Eligibility and Rules to Regulate
Admissions to Various Professional
Technical Courses, 2016-17 were organized
by Joint Directors of Technical Education,
Regional Office, on behalf of Directorate
of Technical Education, Mumbai in their
respective regions in Maharashtra. This
workshop provided information regarding
the eligibility and rules of admission to
first year of various technical professional
Admission Workshop at Amravati Region on 7th May undergraduate degree courses in the State
2016 at Abhiyanta Bhavan, where Dr. R V Shetkar,
of Maharashtra. Directors, Principals and
guided the participants
Representatives of Engineering, Pharmacy,
Polytechnic, Architecture and Management
Colleges from across the region attended these workshops. Relevant documents containing
information about the new admission process were provided to the participants during the
registration process of workshop. 			
(Contd. on page 3)

From Director’s Desk ...
Dear Readers,
I take this opportunity to welcome
all the newly admitted students to various
professional courses under this Directorate
for the academic session 2016-17.
The first issue of the DTE Newsletter
was recently released and e-version of which
Dr. Subhash Mahajan is available on home page of DTE website
dte.org.in. Very positive and encouraging
response is being received from different
organizations, persons and places on the first issue. Hope
the series of next issues will provide information on various
activities, events, projects, policies, experts views related to
technical education and will satisfy readers.
DTE’s mission, as all are aware, is to enhance the
quality of technical education institutions, progammes and
systems towards achieving international standards, efficiently
and effectively manage the technical education system, ensuring
transparency and integrity, develop technical manpower to meet
the needs of the industry and growth of economy, elevating
research levels in technical education system.
Dear students, you have entered the professional
career, put your hard work in practice and sincere efforts to
achieve your desired career goals. Plan, execute and refine your
career options in the next few years of your academic career in
professional education. This Professional education will offer
you a competitive advantage and will help you in improving
your attitude, knowledge, and skills. World is moving fast in
technological developments and consequently there is much
advancement and reforms in technical education vis-a-vis
teaching methodology and the curricula. There is tremendous

growth and changes in every domain of technical and
professional education system. The system is working as
knowledge builders and knowledge transmitters.
It is known to everyone that technical and
professional education provides every individual a better
chance for employment, which in turn leads to a better career
growth and lifestyle. I would like to appeal to the Instituitions
to concentrate on the quality of education keeping the
students as central focus. Institutions must provide the best
infrastructure and academic set up required for effective
teaching-learning process. Implement activities for overall
development of students. The development of our nation
can be accelerated by providing effective technical education
to the youth to fulfill the vision of the country to be a Super
power in 2020. A resurgence in Science & Technology in
the first half of the 20th century was witnessed by all. There
has been a tremendous growth in Science & Technology
and infrastructure in the country. The key focus areas of
the country are technological self-reliance, innovation and
global competitiveness in critical areas of technology. The
world is going through a major technological transformation.
Therefore, we must take advantage of the technological
revolution, which can make our country a developed nation
in the years to come.
In the words of Edward Teller: “The Science of today
is the Technology of tomorrow.”
Best of luck to all new entrants of the professional
education….….
Dr. Subhash K. Mahajan
Director of Technical Education, M.S.
Mumbai

Message From Industry

Need for Industry Institute Interaction
I congratulate the entire team
of DTE to have started this initiative of
Newsletter. I personally feel this as one of
the effective ways of communication & I
thank the team for taking on the views of
Industry experts on the subject.
Industry – Institute interaction
Ashutosh Tripathi
is necessary to build a sustainable
partnership for mutual benefits of
Industry and students. This kind of interaction can be a
bridge between Industry expectations and student’s skills
required for their successful career in industry, which is
need of the hour. This will also enhance industries to bring
onboard the best talent upgraded with the latest technology
and thereby adding value to the organization.
This is definitely a “Win - Win”kind of situation
for both students & industries. For students, it is important
because they get exposure to industry and subsequent
placement in various companies. On the other hand, with
the advent of globalization and opening doors for Indian
economy to the global environment, competition among the
industries have become stiff. So industries also need good &
smart people who are well aware of industry standards and
capable of adapting & achieving greater results.
Further, to enhance the same following points can
be thought of:
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“Tractor Mechanic Training”conducted by Nagpur Plant
various
stakeholders.
for children
of farmers who have completed their ITI
training so as to get a “Hands-On” experience thereby
increasing their chances of employability.
Ashutosh Tripathi
Sr. General Manager – Plant Head
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd.
Nagpur Plant

Events @ DTE...........
DTE Welcomes
Shri. Chandrashekhar V. Oak, IAS,
Commissioner CET Cell, M.S.

Dr. Suresh Yavalkar, I/c Joint Director, Technical Education felicitating
Shri. Chandrashekhar V. Oak, CET Cell Commissioner, on his joining State
CET Cell. Also seen in the photo Shri. D S Meshram, Co-ordinator,
CET Cell, Maharashtra

Release of First Issue of DTE Newsletter at
the hands of Shri. Sitaram Kunte, Principal Secretary,
Higher & Technical Education Department, MS

Shri. Sitaram Kunte, Principal Secretary, Higher & Technical Education
Department relesed the first issue of DTE Newsletter. Dr. Kiran Patil,
Deputy Secretary Higher & Technical Education, was also present on this
ocasion

DTE Workshops on Eligibility and Rules to Regulate Admissions (Contd. from page 1 )
At the beginning of each workshop, participants were briefed
about the importance of the workshop along with the changes
done in 2016-17-admission process for various technical
courses. Afterwards, Shri. N. B. Patil & Dr. R V Shetkar
conducted the session wherein they explained the audience
about the eligibility rules and regulations of the new admission
process for Engineering, Pharmacy, Polytechnic, Architecture
and Management programs. The entire process was described in
the this session in an explicit manner so that an understanding
is created to take forward the admission process at DTE and
College level. Later on, a detailed information on invitation

of applications for admission, preparation of merit list,
distribution of seats, details of reservation, various rounds
and stages of Centralized Admission Process (CAP),
admissions in Institutional Quota seats and vacant seats after
CAP, supernumerary seats, refund of fees, etc. was delivered
to the audience via presentations and pamphlets. A separate
Question Answer - Session was conducted at the end of
the workshop during which the session speakers answered
all the queries and doubts of the participants. Given below
are glimpses of Regional Workshops and Guidence Camps
conducted by DTE & its Regional Office officials.

Workshop was organized on Eligibility and Rules to Regulate Admissions of
professional education institutes for Principals and Senior Faculty of Nagpur
region at G H Raisoni Collge of Engineering on 6th May 2016

Dr. Suresh Yavalkar, I/c Joint Director, Technical Education, addressing the
delegates of DTE Admission Workshop 2016-17 conducted on 13th May
2016 at Vidyalankar Institute of Technology , Mumbai

Shri. D.N. Shingade, I/c Joint Director, Technical Education, addressing
the delegates during guidance camp organised by DTE Regional Office,
Amravati, in order to create awareness among the aspirant candidates

Shri. Mahesh Shivankar, I/c Joint Director, Technical Education, Aurangabad
Region, presiding Guidence Camp on Eligibility and Rules to Regulate
Admissions at Government Polytechnic, Nanded on 11th June 2016
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TIFAC - MSME Program in Maharashtra
The technical institutes of India have vast pool of human
resource in the form of students. These students are not
sufficiently oriented towards reaching out to the Micro Small
and Medium Enterprise (MSME) Sector. The enormous student
and faculty resource of engineering and higher technical
institutes could be of immense benefit to the cluster industries
towards addressing their technical problems besides facilitating
adoption of relevant technologies. Greater involvement of
students and faculty with industries may also help in developing
an innovation culture into the MSMEs by way of access to
human resource to transform their innovative ideas into reality.
Such an approach will also facilitate greater opportunities
for students for hands on practical experience of working in
the industries and developing closer linkages with industries
which may prove beneficial for them in terms of honing their
skills and knowledge and make it more industry relevant.
Consequently, Shri Rajiv Gandhi Science and Technology
Commission (RGSTC), Government of Maharashtra, and
Technology Information, Forecasting and Assessment Council
(TIFAC), Department of Science & Technology, Government
of India, in association with Directorate of Technical
Education, Maharashtra State, have started the implementation
of prestigious scheme for providing Technical Support to the
Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) by leveraging
the capabilities of Students and Faculty of Engineering &
Technical Institutions. This scheme would encourage enhanced
and continued involvement of students and faculty of technical
institutions with industries and provide technical support to
the otherwise technologically deficient MSMEs.
Objectives
•

Creation of a platform for establishing interaction between
academia and MSME industries on a mutually win-win
basis.

•

Establishing a platform for the MSME cluster industries
to access R&D and technical support leveraging the
knowledge base of faculty and knowledgeable human
resource in the form of students from technical institutions.

•

Providing hands on engagement and practical experience
to the students and faculty on existing technical challenges
in the industry and nurturing an innovation ecosystem
that benefits both the industry as well as the technical
institution.

Financial Support
The support will be provided to the selected Institutes in two
stages – 1st Stage and 2nd Stage. The 1st Stage support will
be a fixed support (Maximum of Rs. 4.32 lakhs/annum) for
each technical institution. The 2nd stage is variable project

Group photo of participants of TIFAC Scheme at Shri.
Ramdeobaba College of Engineering & Management, Nagpur
with Dr. Anil Kakodkar, Chairman, TIFAC & other dignitories
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based Technology Development support (Maximum of Rs.
2.95 lakhs per project) will be provided depending on project
work. Project Duration: 6 months (from the date of project
sanctioning including testing/trial period in industry, if any
required). The Institutes will be responsible for the execution
of the project as per the agreed terms and conditions.
Perceived Advantages of the Proposed Scheme
For Industries:
•

Continued technical and R&D support through near by
Institute.

•

Low cost and easily adoptable custom made solutions to
address their problems.

•

Opportunity to engage the students in the industry – as
the student would have already proved the credentials and
is already familiar to the industry.

For Institutes:
•

Greater interaction opportunities for students and faculty
(academia) with the industries – enhanced participation
of academia in practical problem of industries.

•

Better and focused training opportunities for students in
near by industries and real hands on experience to the
students in the industries.

•

Add on possibility for Institutes towards placement of
students in industries – as a result of enhanced interaction
between industries and institutes.

•

Practical problem of industries may form part of student
project required by course curriculum (for B. Tech). This
detailed work may form part of thesis at the M.Tech and
Ph.D level.

•

Selected projects with good industrial impact and
knowledge value may be awarded – recognition to faculty
and students.

•

Ample opportunities for new IP and knowledge generation
in the form of patents and research/review papers etc.

Walchand College of Engineering, Sangli and Shri Ramdeobaba
College of Engineering & Management, Nagpur are selected
for TIFAC grant from Maharashtra Government for students
from 2015-16 wherein UG students are geting scholarship of
Rs. 10000/- pm for doing their final year project in Small Scale
or Medium Scale industries.
Dr. Arun Sapre, Member Secretary,
Rajiv Gandhi Science and Technology Commission,
Mantralaya, Mumbai

Dr. Anil Kakodkar, Chairman, TIFAC addressing the 2nd
Stage Meeting held at Walchand College of Engineering, Sangli

Reforms in Admission Process
provided and Admission Reporting Centres are the centres
where candidate shall report for confirmation of admission
by submission of documents and payment of fees.

The Government of Maharashtra promulgated the Maharashtra
Unaided Private Professional Educational Institutions
(Regulation of Admissions & Fees) Ordinance 2015, on 12th May
2015 and then it was replaced by Maharashtra Act No. XXVIII 4.
of 2015 on 17th August 2015 for regulation of Admissions and
Fees by Unaided Private Professional Educational Institutions
in the State of Maharashtra. As per the provisions of this act,
two authorities namely - Admission Regulatory Authority and
the Fee Regulatory Authority - were established to replace
the then existing Pravesh Niyantran Samiti and Shikshan
Shulk Samiti. Under the Admission Regulatory Authority,
State Common Entrance Test Cell was also established. This
Cell is responsible for the conduct of Common Entrance Test
for admission to professional courses and for the conduct
of Centralised Admission Process for the admission to First
year of Professional Technical Education Courses.The State 5.
Government notified and published the Professional Technical
Education Programs and the eligibility requirements for
admission to these courses on 11th March 2016. Following are
the key features of the revised admission process.
1.

2.

3.

To make engineering admissions transparent and give
students more flexibility in choosing streams as well as
colleges, now onwards, there will be two options ‘slide’ and
‘float’ apart from ‘freeze’. With ‘slide’ candidates will be able
to confirm the college that is allotted to them, but will get
a chance in the subsequent rounds to get a stream of their
preference, but in the same college. Using ‘float’ they will
be confirming their seat in an allotted college but will get a
chance to select another college in the subsequent rounds.
If they get the college of their preference, the college they
confirmed earlier would get cancelled automatically.
One Option Form is to be filled with maximum 300 choices
for first, Second and Third Round. Provision of Second
option form is kept before fourth round so that if a student is
not allotted any of his choices in all the three rounds he can
change the options and participate in fourth CAP round.
This provision also enables the candidate to rethink even
if he has already selected Freeze option at earlier stage. The
provision of betterment is provided to the candidate so that
a candidate can retain his allotted seat and also considered
eligible for the further rounds. This provides continuous
betterment till he is allotted the First choice or the choice of
highest preference in the last CAP Round.

For every admission at Graduate level and Post Graduate
level either the Common Entrance Test Conducted by
the State or any other CET Conducted by the Central
Government / agency as specified by the Government is
mandatory. However, admissions for Post SSc Diploma,
Post HSc Diploma, Direct Second Year Diploma, Direct
Second Year Degree Course in Engineering and Technology
and Direct Second Year of Pharmacy were exempted from 6.
the requirement of CET. Admissions to such courses
shall be on the basis of the marks / score of the qualifying
examinations. All the admissions except the institutional
quota shall be carried through the Centralised Admission
Process which shall be monitored by the Competent
Authority i.e. The Commissioner, Maharashtra State CET 7.
Cell.

Minority institutes have provision to surrender the unfilled
seats to the CAP till last CAP Round. The surrendered seats
are allotted to the candidates belonging to the same minority
category till last stage of last CAP round and then the seats
remaining vacant are allotted to the General Candidates.
A candidate is required to report to the Admission Reporting
Centre and deposit seat Acceptance fees for confirmation of
his admission. Candidates report to the Institute only after all
the CAP rounds are completed. This reduces the unnecessary
travelling of candidates from one institute to other, here a
candidate has to travels only once to the institute and that
too for taking admission. Cancellation of admission is also
done from the ARC, where the candidate can cancel and get
his refund as applicable.

The admission to seats in a Private Professional Educational
Institution and also in Government / Government Aided /
University Departments/ University Managed Institutions,
shall be made on the basis of Common Entrance Test (CET)
merit, the admission to institutional quota shall also be on
the basis of merit and after following the procedure specified
by the appropriate authority. The admissions to all the
institutions shall be carried out by the competent authority 8.
through CAP on the basis of CET and the Competent
Authority shall supervise and guide the entire CAP with a
view to ensuring that the process is fair, transparent, meritbased and non-exploitative.

All types of Reservation tags are maintained till CAP Round
IV, and only after stage III of CAP Round IV the reservation
tag is removed. At institution level, after completion of CAP
Rounds the vacant seats earmarked for backward classes
shall be first allotted to the same category and then to other
category candidates as per the rules.
Dr. R V Shetkar,
Associate Professor, Government College of Engineering,
Aurangabad

Two types of Centres are established for providing assistance
to the candidates, The Facilitation Centres are the centres
where the facilities like sale of application kit, filling online
option form, document verification, grievances etc are

Feedback on DTE Newsletter................
Thank you very much for mailing me
the first issue of DTE news letter. I
congratulate the entire editorial team
& highly appreciate this initiative of the
DTE. Dissemination of information is
crucial as it ensures smooth functioning
of every organisation, be it Government
or Private . It is really encouraging, to see
Nitin Lonkar
that Academia and Industry are coming
together to join hands, which shall lead to
availability of industry ready employable youths. Butibori
MIDC consists of near about 400 Large, Medium, Small
and Micro industries. I have forwarded the soft copy of the
DTE news letter to our Members so that they also became
aware of the various initiatives of the DTE and take benefit
from it. I extend all the good wishes to DTE for regular

publication of this newsletter and assure you of all the help
desired.
Nitin Lonkar
President, Butibori Manufacturers Association, Nagpur
Industry Response to DTE Newsletter
•
•
•
•

“Very impressive. “ --Chetan , NASSCOM
“It is really done in a very nice & informative manner.
Once again, thank you and best regards from Germany”.
--Peter Gorzyza, Bosch Rexroth
“Thank you for the excellent efforts put in by you and
the well composed articles.” --leon.d’souza, Mercedes
Benz
“Delighted to see an overwhelming response among
Students, Teachers and Industries .”--Sudhanshu Ojha
D-Link India Ltd.
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DTE News Gallery
Foundation Skill in Information Technology

Foundation Skill in Information Technology

Participants of First batch of master trainer program for faculty held from
2nd to 7th May 2016 titled “Foundation Skill in Information Technology”
jointly organised by DTE-NASSCOM at Finolex Academy of Management &
Technology, Ratnagiri

Tree Plantation at Government Polytechnic, Bandra

Dr. Subhash K Mahajan, Director, Technical Education, planting a sapling
in Government Polytechnic, Mumbai during Tree Plantation Drive of the
Department .

Participants of Second batch of master trainer program for faculty held
from 27th June to 02nd July 2016 on “Foundation Skill in Information
Technology , jointly organised by DTE-NASSCOM at Government College
of Engineering, Aurangabad

Technology Transfer to Academic Curriculum

DTE officials interacting with representatives of Pharmeticual Industries,
UG, PG, Phd institutes from Maharastra state Government College of
Pharmacy, Aurangabad on 27th June 2016

Community Polytechnic Meeting

Tree Plantation Drive at DTE

DTE officials interacting with Principals of Institutes running Community
Polytechnic Scheme regarding issues related to scheme on 5th April 2016 at
Government Institute of Printing Technology, Mumbai

Shri. Pramod Naik, Joint Director, Technical Education, & Dr. Suresh
Yavalkar, I/c Joint Director, Technical Education, planting a sapling in DTE
premises during Tree Plantation Drive of the Department

			

Retired from DTE

Obituary

DTE Wishes Happy & Healthy Retired Life

Mrs. R. A. Birmulay, Peon (retired on 31.3. 2016)

On behalf of DTE, we record
Mrs. Anupma Arun Bapat, Superintendent (retired on 30.4. 2016) profound grief & deep sense of sorrow
Ms. Nalini Bhikaji Khandare, Steno (retired on 31.5. 2016)
for the sad demise of Late Shri.
Gulabrao
Manikrao Amble, Peon
Mrs. Deepali D Patange, Superintendent (retired on 30.6. 2016)
May his soul rest in peace
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New Government Technical Institutes in

Swayam Team of COEP Felicitated by

Maharashtra

Maharashtra Government

New Building of Government College of Engineering, Nagpur

Government Engineering College, Nagpur
Department of Higher and Technical Education,
Government of Maharashtra vide its GR dated 3rd June
2014 had sanctioned Government College of Engineering at
Nagpur. The institute is runing five branches of engineering
at the degree level namely Civil, Mechanical, Electrical,
Electronics and Telecommunication and Computer Science
and Engineering with an intake capacity of of 60 each.
Maharashtra Airport Development Company MADC in
its meeting held on 22nd May 2015 sanctioned 11.67 acres
of land at Khapri Rehabilitation, Nagpur. From the current
academic session, admissions have started at the Institute.

Indian Institute of Management (IIM)
Ministry of Human Resources Development, Govt. of
India had sanctioned Indian Institute of Management at
Nagpur, Maharashtra from the academic session 201516 with an intake capacity of 60 students. Indian Institute
of Management, Ahmedabad is the mentor institute for
the initial functioning of IIM Nagpur. Admissions to
this institute are based on CAT score. Government of
Maharashtra has allocated 200 acres in MIHAN SEZ in
Nagpur for this institute. 110 faculty posts and 121 non
teaching posts have been sanctioned by Central Govt.
through MHRD. Presently, institute is functioning from
Visvesvarayya National Institute of Technology (VNIT),
Nagpur campus.

Swayam Team met CM of Maharashtra
Hon. Shri. Devendra Fadnavis at Sahyadri Guest House, Mumbai

Hon. Shri. Vinod Tawde, Minister Higher & Technical Education
M S, felicitated the Swayam Team in Mumbai

Dr. Subhash K Mahajan, Director, Technical Education M S,
felicitated the Swayam Team

News from State Project Facilitation Unit, TEQIP, Maharashtra
TEQIP Institute Expenditure Review Meeting

A MoU was signed by DTE with D-Link (India) Ltd. on 9th
March 2016 at Directorate of Technical Education Office,
Mumbai, for quality improvement in Electronics field covering
capacity expansion, quality and efficiency improvement. This
collaborationwill establish excellent Laboratory, training to
faculty, students with Hi-end teachware, courseware and
technology utilizing advance gadgets. This MOU was signed in
the presence of Dr. Subhash K Mahajan & Shri. Y. I. Shah, OSD,
Inaugral
Session
TEQIP
State levelChief
Expenditure
Review
Meeting
DTE
along
with of
Mr.
C. M.IIGaonkar,
Financial
Officer
and
of Project Institutes
held on 6th
& 7th June
2016 at Institute
Mr. Sudhanshu
Ojha, General
Manager
of D-Link
( India )ofLtd.
ChemicaltoTechnology,
Mumbai
All the institutes affiliated
Directorate
of Technical education

Unnat Maharashtra Abhiyan Meeting, Amravati

A meeting of Unnat Maharashtra Abhiyan was conducted at
Divisional Commissioner’s Office, Amravati. Padma Bhushan Dr.
Vijay Bhatkar, Chairman, National Steering Committee of Unnat
Bharat Abhiyan, elaborated the scheme
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Institutional Events Gallery
NBA Workshop

GNVS Institute of Management, Mumbai organized a Workshop on ‘NBA
- Accreditation Process’ on 11th June 2016 for Directors & Senior Faculty
Members. Mr. Suresh Mhatre, Member of NBA Advisory Committee,
addressed the participants during the program

Course in Automotive Technology for Service Advisors

A Certificate Course in Automotive Technology for Service Advisors (JuneSeptember 2016 batch) is conducted by Mercedes Benz Automotive Mechatronics
Centre at Government Polytechnic, Pune from June 2016

National Conference for Engineering Post Graduate

Rajarambapu Institute of Technology, Rajaramnagar have successfully organized
2nd National Conference for Engineering Post Graduate (RIT NConPG-16) on
20th May, 2016

Technology Transfer to Academic Curriculum

Industry Experts from Plastic Industry from Nasik region met to explore
methodology for Technology Transfer to acedemic curriculum on 4th
June 2016 at Government Polytechnic, Nashik to improve employability of
students of Plastic Engineering in Maharastra

PIET, Nagpur Signs MoU

Priyadarshini Institute of Engineering and Technology, Nagpur signed
a MoU with Malaysian Association of Solid State Science & Technology
(MASS), Malaysia on 26th May 2016 at Kuala Lumpur

National Conference IETE Cynosure-2016

Department of Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering of
Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Technological University, Lonere organised a
National Conference IETE Cynosure-2016 on 23rd and 24th April 2016 in
association with IETE, Delhi.

Tree Plantation Program

Saraswati Bhuwan (Batch 1989 group) Aurangabad conducted tree plantation
program on 26 June 2016 jointly with Govt College of Pharmacy, Aurangabad.
Mr. Mahesh Shivankar, I/c Joint Director, Technical Education, Regional
Office, Aurangabad was the chief guest for the function

Expert Session on “Advanced Concept of GUI Design”

Walchand College of Engineering, Sangli, conducted an Expert Session on
“Advanced Concept of GUI Design” at Mini-CCF laboratory of Computer
Science and Engineering Department on 9th April, 2016

The responsibility of the authencity of the information in this Newsletter lies with the author. Views expressed by the authors are solely theirs;
they are neither the views of DTE nor are they are endorsed by DTE. Edited, Printed and Published by Dr. Subhash K Mahajan, Director DTE.
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